HALFTIME LIVE TICKER
KICKOFF 2nd HALF
The whistle blows for the 2nd half. We are excited to see what the NFT market has
in store for us in the next 6 months. One thing is already clear, however, we expect
tactical masterpieces and a hard-fought pitch on which no meter will be gifted.

JULY 2021
Inter Milan gets off to a good start and takes an early lead. The Nerazzurri sign a
sponsorship deal with Socios. This makes Inter one of the first clubs to advertise
its own Fantoken on the jersey. Others like Valencia FC will follow.

AUGUST 2021
Dapper Lapps turns the game around. They're teaming up with La Liga to allow fans
from around the world to purchase and collect iconic video footage of their favorite
clubs from the last 10 years. 

Sprint duels happen on the pitch, such as for the footage of Messi's treble at the
Bernabéu 7 years ago.

SEPTEMBER 2021
It hits the back of the net again. The hyped Bored Ape Yacht Club NFT collection
fetched over €24 million at Sothebys, exceeding even the experts' high
expectations. A short time later, rapper Eminem added a personalized Bored Ape
to his profile picture and paid $460,000 for it. Now, at the latest, an intense battle
is developing for the coveted unique pieces.

OCTOBER 2021
Now the DFL is also getting involved in the game. The French start-up Sorare,
known for its digital trading cards, is becoming an official partner of the DFL. All
players of the 1st and 2nd league will be available as NFTs in Sorare's virtual packs
from season 22/23 on. The mood in the stands threatens to boil over. There is even
a standing ovation from the local collectors' audience. 


New tactical design on Facebook. Facebook reacts to the development of the
game and changes the game system to meta with immediate effect. The new setup is intended to make the big leap into the new league of the Metaverse.



NOVEMBER 2021
Now it's blow by blow - the game is getting more intense and the outfitters are
also taking the lead again. Nike conquers the Roblox gaming platform and
unleashes an armada of its branded avatars on spectators and players. 


Triumphant victory march: The word NFT has made the running for the Word of
the Year championship! Collins Dictionary hands this trophy to this term, which
has shone with an increase of over 11,000% this year.



DECEMBER 2021
The gaming platforms are level. ESL pimps their outfits and launches collectible
NFT gloves of the e-sports teams.

Fans can outfit their characters with digital merchandise to express their
attachment. 


Nike's response is not long in coming. The outfitter sets new standards in the
metaverse and acquires a yet unknown design studio and has its first NFT shoe
collection created there.


The Crunchtime begins: NBA stars team up with Space Runners to have NFT
shoes created for games, social and the Metaverse. The 6 million Insta
Follower:innen heavy Kyle Kuzma is also already under contract.



FINAL WHISTLE
We are already looking forward to the next season in 2022. For example, Adidas
has also announced a collection for the Metaverse, which will feature the Bored
Apes. Will this collection be able to continue the success of the forerunners?

We will stay on the ball for you and will provide you with the answers in our next
live ticker.

